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A
pproaching my 70th birth-

day, my thoughts turn to

the depredations of the

Grim Reaper. Two notably

were taken this year: an

old friend of nearly 40 years, Alan Wal-

ters, and a younger and newer friend,

Yegor Gaidar. Both were notable for be-

ing economist-intellectuals who found

themselves at the centre of power in cru-

cial periods of their country’s history,

and succeeded in influencing its course.

I first got to know Alan Walters when

I was working at the World Bank in the

late 1970s just before he left to become

Mrs (as she then was) Thatcher’s eco-

nomic advisor. His influence in changing

the course of British economic history

was attested to me by another depart-

ed friend Keith Joseph, who was the

political architect behind the turn in Con-

servative political philosophy away from

the consensual Butskellism which had

prevailed since the War into a belief in

classical liberalism. He told me that soon

after the Tories had repudiated the Sels-

don Park manifesto under Edward Heath,

he hailed Alan outside the Institute of

Economic Affairs (IEA), but Alan refused

to shake his hand, exclaiming: “You

are an inflationist”! Startled and shaken,

Keith asked for readings and tutorials

from Ralph Harris of the IEA to learn

what Alan might have meant. Soon Mil-

ton Freidman and Fredrich Hayek had

dethroned John Maynard Keynes and his

myriad left wing followers as the men-

tors of Tory economic policy.

When I later asked Alan what his role

had been when he was advising Mrs

Thatcher, he replied: “Reassurance”.

When she was beginning to have doubts

about the efficacy of the new Tory course,

he stiffened her spine by reassuring her

that the expected results would occur.

They did and a Britain that was writ-

ten off as the sick man of Europe had

an astonishing economic renaissance. 

A
lan’s other signal service was to

strengthen Mrs Thatcher’s natu-

ral scepticism about creeping Euro-

pean integration. He strengthened her

spine as long as he could, until be-

ing outmanoeuvred by Nigel Lawson

and Geoffrey Howe who saw Britain

enter the ERM (Exchange Rate Mech-

anism) with disastrous results. That

Britain has subsequently stayed out

of EMU (Economic and Monetary

Union) and the euro, has cushioned

some of the effects of the recent re-

cession, unlike the Club Med coun-

tries being crucified on the fixed ex-

change rate system of the euro. At a

dinner party in our London home with

Sudhir Mulji, we persuaded Alan to

write a book about monetary union

which still remains prophetic.

The second friend , Yegor Gaidar was

only in his early 50s. We saw him at

the end of September in Moscow at the

launch of the Russian edition of my Re-

viving the Invisible Hand.

I first met him when he rang me in

December 1994, soon after he had

ceased being Boris Yeltsin’s Prime

Minister, to invite me to give a pa-

per on the natural resource curse in

Latin America at a conference he and

Robert Skidelsky had organised. I told

him that I was an Indian, not used

to a cold climate, and that I had read

my War and Peace. He assured me

that it was a very mild winter. I arrived

in Moscow and nearly froze to death.

But the conference with members

of the Duma and the Russian elite was

an eye-opener. Half way through, I

shut my eyes and just listened to

the translator. I was in the middle

of a Chekov or Tugurnev play with

the 19th century anguished literary

and philosophical discussions be-

tween modernisers and traditional-

ists — the keepers of the Russian soul!

On my many subsequent visits to Rus-

sia, I have felt that Russia has still not

resolved these cultural debates.

Gaidar wrote perhaps the best book

explaining the collapse of the Soviet

Union (Collapse of an Empire) and was

the principal architect of the shock

therapy which converted the country

overnight from a dirigiste planned to

a market economy. There has been

much controversy about the wisdom

of this policy. But, Gaidar and Yeltsin

were right that, to solve the perenni-

al Russian problem of an adequate sup-

ply of grain to the towns, prices would

have to be freed. The other comple-

mentary market-oriented policies fol-

lowed, including privatisation.

But an equally important aim was to

break the power of the Communist Par-

ty. This was also a success, but with

Yeltsin’s choice of Vladimir Putin, an

ex-KGB officer, as his chosen succes-

sor, there was an ironic twist. As Putin

is reported to have said: “Once a Chek-

ist always a Chekist.” Till the recent rule

of the Slivoki, the Cheka and the KGB

had always been kept in check by the

Party. With the latter destroyed, a pop-

ular authoritarian capitalist state has

emerged much to the chagrin of the lib-

eral reformers led by Gaidar, whose own

failings, in uniting to get popular sup-

port for their liberal policies, is partly

to blame. I had meant to ask Gaidar why

Yeltsin chose Putin. But now I will nev-

er know his answer.

Both Walters and Gaidar were also

distinguished by repudiating their back-

ground. Having failed the 11 plus exam,

the working class Alan had to work

his way up the academic ladder to reach

his academic eminence. He should have

been a natural socialist. Gaidar’s grand-

father was a Red general in the civil war,

and his father was the military corre-

spondent of Pravada. But he repudi-

ated this revolutionary background. Both

became eminent market economists.

Their role in influencing the course of

economic events in their country also

gives the lie to Keynes’ glib statement

about “madmen in authority …are dis-

tilling their frenzy from some academ-

ic scribbler of a few years back”.

The worst thing about losing friends

to the Grim Reaper is that one cannot

pick up and continue one’s conversa-

tions with them. For as Michael Oakeshott

so eloquently put it: “As civilized human

beings, we are the inheritors, neither of

an inquiry about ourselves and the world,

nor of an accumulating body of infor-

mation, but of a conversation begun

in the primeval forests and extended

and made more articulate in the course

of centuries... Indeed, it seems not im-

probable that it was the engagement

in this conversation (where talk is with-

out a conclusion) that gave us our pres-

ent appearance, man being descend-

ed from a race of apes who sat so long

and so late that they wore out their tails”. 

As the Grim Reaper wields his scythe

and narrows the circle of one’s friends,

we finally confront the last irony when

“the rest is silence”.

ILLUSTRATION BY BINAY SINHA

REMEMBRANCE OF

THINGS PAST

L
ast week’s ruling of the appellate

court of the World Trade Or-

ganisation (WTO) opening Chi-

na’s doors wider to entertainment ex-

ports from the United States can also

boost Indian cinema’s markets in Chi-

na. The WTO appellate court has up-

held an earlier ruling that China has

been too restrictive in its import poli-

cies with respect to foreign music, cin-

ema, literature and theatre. The WTO

dispute settlement body will have to

confirm this decision within 30 days af-

ter which China gets another 30 days

to reply on how it proposes to respond

to the ruling. If China falls in line with

WTO discipline, it will have to adopt

a more liberal import policy with re-

spect to literature, film, music and oth-

er entertainment products, including

mobile phone ring tones. China could

still use its censor boards to restrict im-

ports, and it can impose some ceiling

on total imports, but it cannot any longer

shut out foreign entertainment and lit-

erature from its markets.

While the WTO ruling is in response

to a US complaint, it should be obvi-

ous that India would have a huge in-

terest in the matter. Though India’s en-

tertainment and publishing industry

is nowhere near as big as that of the

United States, with Walt Disney stu-

dios alone having revenues twice as

much as the entire Indian film in-

dustry, the prospect of exporting to

China should be welcomed. At pres-

ent, very few Indian films are able to

make it into the Chinese market. In-

dian diplomats and the entertainment

industry have been knocking at closed

doors. With great effort, India man-

aged to get the film Lagaan com-

mercially released in China, but few

others have made it without difficul-

ty. The popular success of the few

Indian films that have made it into Chi-

na shows that there is a potentially

large market for Indian entertainment

exports in China.

The WTO ruling serves to show the

wisdom of getting trade in enter-

tainment products and publishing un-

der multilateral discipline. When this

was originally proposed by the Unit-

ed States in 1994, many in India op-

posed the proposal on the grounds

that this would result in western cul-

tural imperialism. The growth of the

Indian entertainment industry in the

past decade shows that rather than

fear invasion from outside, Indian en-

tertainment should be better prepared

to go global. In 2008, the Indian en-

tertainment industry was estimated

to be about Rs 58,400 crore. It is fore-

cast to grow at the annual rate of 12.5

per cent to an estimated Rs 1,05,200

crore by 2013. While Hollywood ex-

ports 50 per cent of its total enter-

tainment output, Bollywood is esti-

mated to export only 20 per cent of its

output. The global market for Bolly-

wood is almost entirely accounted for

by overseas Indians. With some cre-

ativity and imagination, the Indian

publishing and entertainment in-

dustry can easily tap the wider glob-

al market. The opening up of the Chi-

nese market should, therefore, be

viewed with greater interest in In-

dia than has been the case so far.

For China, transparent and faithful

adherence to the WTO ruling would

be a test of its commitment to become

a more open society.

Bollywood in Beijing

WTO ruling can open doors for Indians too

C
ricket used to be an exciting

game because every ball was

an event. But that was before

the game became big business. Which

is why the pitch at Kotla should be

hailed as a refreshing change, and

not the demon everyone is making

it out to be. Cricket became indis-

putably the batsman’s paradise in

the 2000s. With television taking over

the game, the administrators or-

ganised more matches in the 2000s:

464 Tests compared with 347 in the

1990s and 1,402 one-day interna-

tionals (933 in the 1990s) to go with

IPL, World Twenty20 and the Cham-

pions League. But more matches

alone wouldn’t suffice. So we got

more commercials per over and, of-

ten, fewer deliveries. That, too, failed

to quench the commercial thirst. They

wanted more runs per match, and

more runs per over, and that the

matches last the distance. So pitch-

es became flatter. Perth lost pace and

Sydney its turn. India’s mud cakes

got baked to remove cracks and West

Indian pitches lost their bite.

In the modern game, the bowler

is getting increasingly marginalised.

In one-day internationals, scoring

more than 300 used to more or less

ensure a win. These days, even more

than 400 is not safe, as Sri Lanka

demonstrated the other day in Ra-

jkot. In such a match, the bowlers

can merely hurl the ball and wonder

whether it will race to the boundary

without touching the ground. Imag-

ine a boxing match in which each

boxer gets to hit a sand bag for three

minutes, and the winner is decided

by who landed more punches! That

punching bag is the bowlers. It is not

by providence that no young kid

wants to be the punching bag.

All of them want to be batsmen,

who have been riding the gravy train.

They revel in the shorter boundaries

and bigger, reinforced bats. The

bounce as a surprise weapon is dead

because of stifling rules. Secure be-

hind all the padding and the helmet,

the batsmen have no fear. In nine

out of 10 matches, they can sim-

ply plant their front foot forward and

either hit the ball through the line

or slash it. Viv Richards, the last

cricketer in Test cricket who could

have worn a helmet but chose not

to, ever, once said this: “With the re-

moval of fear, a certain amount of

excitement has gone.”

That fear was back at Kotla, where

the bowlers were back in the game

and the batsmen required courage

and skill to thrive. They may also

have been required to take a few

blows on the body, like they used to.

(Steve Waugh, for example, took

countless blows on the body to script

his legendary match-winning knocks

as Australia defeated the West Indies

in West Indies to become the top Test

team.) Instead, they threw in the tow-

el and the administrators abandoned

the match because of “uneven

bounce”. One could almost imagine

the batsmen whine: “Ouch! I did not

expect that.”

If the Kotla pitch was declared

unfit because of uneven bounce,

the Rajkot pitch should have been

declared unfit for bounce that was

too even to enable a meaningful

game of cricket.

Reverse swing at Kotla

It brought fear back into the game

T
he year 2009 may have

been the year of Dan

Brown and, courtesy

Stephenie Meyers, chaste

vampire lust, but it was also the

year of interesting trends on other

fronts. (For readers who’ve

written to ask about the best of

fiction/non-fiction lists, these

were covered in the December 19

BS Weekend section.) Here’s a

look at what ruled in 2009:

Reports of the death of

novel/paperbook were grossly

overexaggerated: Despite

doomsayers, the e-book did not

kill off the paperback, the novel is

still alive, and comrades Brown

and Meyers didn’t usher in a

deluge of bad, purple prose. The

Kindle and its rivals among e-

book readers have found

surprisingly high acceptance

levels among many readers; with

a lower price point, the e-reader

could become as ubiquitous as

the iPod because of its utility

value. It will be a while before we

dispense with paper books, but

the really interesting trend will be

to see which genres and

categories of books go directly

into e-book format without a dead

tree release.

But the short story has risen

from the grave: With Alice Munro

winning the Man Booker, and

new collections of work by

Ishiguro, Updike, Hemon and a

score of others bringing in critical

applause, it seemed that the short

story was in flourishing form. It’s

a trend echoed in India, with

writers like Palash Krishna

Mehrotra and Mridula Koshy

finding acceptance with short

stories before they get down to

the Big Fat Novel.

Twitterature…: on the other

hand, is likely to share the same

fate as the hypertext novel and the

SMS novel; literature-in-easy-

tweets is fun for a while, but it

palls. Like the SMS novel, this

might find a small niche of its own

in time, but otherwise it’s not quite

#fail but definitely not @awesome.

Bad sex…: in writing is alive

and kicking, not to mention

writhing, moaning, screaming

and trembling. With Philip Roth,

Paul Theroux and Richard

Milward providing stiff

competition, Jonathan Littell won

with an unfortunate comparison

between sex and soft-boiled eggs.

And the long list of contenders

over the years raises an as-yet

unanswered question: with a

predominantly masculine shortlist

every year, does this mean that

women write good sex, or not

enough sex? Discuss.

Writers, RIP: John Updike,

considered one of the greatest

and most prolific chroniclers of

American life, died in January,

leaving a vast corpus of work

behind him. He’ll be remembered

for the Rabbit series of novels; his

last work was a collection of short

stories on ageing, the later part of

life, and death.

Kamala Surraya, also known

as Kamala Das, left behind her

poetry and memories of her often

tumultuous life. Her poems

explored, among other things, the

internal lives of women and often

celebrated, and examined, the

longings of the body. In the latter

part of her life, she converted to

Islam and weathered the

controversy that followed.

Marilyn French intended to be

a literary scholar, but is best

remembered for The Women’s

Room, which explored the lives of

women and chronicled a key

phase of the feminist movement.

It became notorious for a line

spoken by one of her characters,

Val: “All men are rapists,” and is

still widely read.

Dilip Chitre was as celebrated

a poet as he was a translator, his

English language versions of

poets as different as Namdeo

Dhasal and Tukaram are

testimony to his linguistic

dexterity. The Maharashtrian

writer left behind a massive

corpus of his own work, and a

history of civil rights activism.

Frank McCourt came to

writing late, after a lifetime as a

teacher; his tragicomic account of

an Irish family’s struggles with

poverty, Angela’s Ashes, is still a

bestseller. His gentle humour saw

him through a great deal before

he found success and fame in his

late years. Fellow Irishman,

Christopher Nolan, who also died

this year, became famous for his

searing poems and the

Whitbread-winning Under The

Eye of the Clock. Nolan spent his

life in a wheelchair because of his

cerebral palsy, and could type

only by using a pointer attached

to his forehead — one of his

heroes was the disabled painter,

Christy Brown.

JG Ballard was remembered

for his memoir, Empire of the Sun,

and for the vivid imagination that

fuelled his often-dark pulp fiction.

Philip Jose Farmer’s Riverworld

series created a fictional universe

whose inhabitants all have

near-perfect 25-year-old bodies,

allowing Farmer to set up a

complex exploration of

moral issues.

Critic Meenakshi Mukherjee

left behind the last of her

influential books on Indian

literature and Indian historical

figures — a biography of RC

Dutt — and a host of memories

in the minds of two

generations of students.

The poet and anti-apartheid

activist Dennis Brutus died this

week, at 85. Jailed along with

Nelson Mandela, his poems were

often recited in the days of the

fight against apartheid. He

remained politically engaged till

the end; one of his last letters

addressed climate change in the

larger context of exploitation, and

was written on December 10, a

few weeks before his death.

nilanjanasroy@gmail.com

2009: The year in books

You cannot pick up and continue conversations with friends

once you lose them to the Grim Reaper, says DEEPAK LAL

M
ost mornings, between 9 and

10 am, accompanied by our

playful mutts, Sandy and Kaalu,

my wife and I jog inside a large green

park that adjoins the controversial

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor next

to New Delhi’s Greater Kailash. Since

the BRT corridor opened some months

ago, cuddling couples on the park bench-

es are joined everyday by uniformed

constables from the Delhi Traffic Police,

leisurely reading the daily newspapers.

With the police preoccupied with

news, the traffic outside snarls and

unsnarls in its own quotidian rhythm.

My wife often echoes the drivers’ curs-

es: we should report these #*@^ing

cops. Nonsense, I reply; they could

be reading my articles! Besides, our

park provides refuge to just a hand-

ful of constables. If Dr Manmohan

Singh or Mr Chidambaram really

wanted to see policemen goofing off,

the National Archives (just a few hun-

dred metres from the ministers’ of-

fices) is a favourite locale for on-

duty policemen to snooze in large

numbers on the shady lawns.

Last week, though, driving from

Ranthambore National Park to Delhi on

National Highway No 8, I found it hard-

er to brush away emerging India’s sor-

riest truth: that the money that the gov-

ernment throws at road infrastructure

is being drowned out by a deluge of

ill-conditioned drivers and an absolute

lack of road-rule enforcement. And while

the government is prepared to sink

zillions into new roads, it is unwilling or

unable to impose or-

der on them.

Driving conditions

on NH-8 (like almost

everywhere in India)

are best described as

anarchic. Flatbed trail-

ers, moving at 50 kmph,

occupy the fast lane;

other heavy-vehicle

drivers, emboldened

perhaps by purchases

from the liquor vends

all along the highway,

overtake them at about

51 kmph. These tortuous manoeuvres

are enlivened by tractor-trailers com-

ing at you head-on, their headlights

blazing in a well-understood signal:

stand aside, or you’re dead.

In this free-for-all, there are no sher-

iffs, only Indians; few policemen are vis-

ible and certainly no Highway Patrol. The

result: on a perfectly good four-lane

toll expressway (globally, traffic averages

100-120 kmph on such roads) it took me

over four hours to cover 240 kilome-

tres. For that dubious privilege I paid a

combined sum of Rs 167 at four tollbooths.

None of India’s policy-makers have

publicly recognised that the nihilism

of India’s roads could entirely negate en-

hancements in road infrastructure. Nev-

er has any Central or state government

launched a concerted drive to regulate

roads, or even proposed doing so. And

the national media, normally quite will-

ing to take up causes, has never launched

a campaign for better driving and polic-

ing. The media’s cov-

erage of accidents, in

fact, parallels the po-

lice’s: it is always the

bigger vehicle’s fault.

A scooter never

swerves into the path

of a bus; it is invariably

the bus that ploughs

down the scooter.

Government struc-

tures parallel govern-

ment attitudes. Of the

two wings in the Min-

istry of Road Transport

and Highways — the Roads Wing (which

controls the building and maintenance

of roads) and the Transport Wing (which

deals with motor vehicle legislation, tax-

ation, insurance, and road safety) — the

latter, unsurprisingly, is a stepchild.

Why is there so little impetus from

policy-makers, press and the public

on the need to translate improving roads

into a smoother flux of people and goods?

One reason, perhaps, is the Indian ten-

dency of complicating the elementary.

Instead of simply enforcing road dis-

cipline, it is intellectually sexier to frame

macro plans for widening the Golden

Quadrilateral, setting time targets and

arranging for the vast outlays needed

for construction to go ahead.

Then there are financial interests,

with the contractor mafia, the inspector

mafia and the director mafia all making

their money from the huge outlays that

the Roads Wing handles. While the Roads

Wing action generates money, inac-

tion by the Transport Wing feeds a wider

set of beneficiaries. Any reforms in leg-

islation and enforcement would threat-

en an entire universe of patronage in li-

censing, ticketing, and special courts for

road violations.

Furthermore, exception for those who

drive while travelling abroad, few Indi-

ans — including those responsible for

road rules — have any idea about how

other countries organise their public thor-

oughfares. While I lived and worked in

Mozambique — then the world’s least

developed country according to the UN

Human Development Index — I was

abashed to find the traffic as orderly as

in any developed country. That was equal-

ly true of all the other post-colonial African

states in the region. It would be worth ex-

amining how they graduated to a method

while we have only madness.

Read Delhi’s Traffic Regulations

(http://transport.delhigovt.nic.in/trans-

port/tr1f.htm) to know what I mean. Con-

sisting of just a page or two of basic

instructions (sample: DO NOT DRIVE

BACKWARDS longer than necessary),

there is no elaboration of such funda-

mental concepts as lane driving. 

It is time for a revolution. But none

of the agents of change — the govern-

ment, the judges, the lawmakers, the

press, the police, and certainly not the

public — seems to be aware that method

can overcome madness on the roads. A

leadership initiative is needed, but is

nowhere in sight. Ideas, anyone?
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